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Our Vision “Success for Every Child”
Our Mission

Our mission is to provide a joyful, supportive and stimulating learning environment where successful learners achieve through a wide range of
learning opportunities and have positive wellbeing. They will learn with an attitude respect for self, others and the environment and have increasing levels of agency
to take action and make a positive difference in the world. Our children will be internationally minded lifelong learners.

Our Commitment

To achieve “Success for Every Child”, staff at KJS will focus on Achievement, Agency, Respect, Opportunity and Wellbeing
(the AAROW’s of Success) supporting and challenging each child to be successful. This means a team at KJS who:








Collaborate with one another, families and the community to achieve “Success for Every Child”;
Are supported to be professional and exceptional in their respective roles;
Regularly monitor and enhance each student’s achievement, agency and wellbeing;
Have a passion for providing a broad range of learning opportunities within and beyond the class-based curriculum;
Model and promote positive wellbeing, growth mindset and respect for self, others and the environment;
Understand and implement a quality PYP framework; and
Are a community of internationally minded lifelong learners.

Our Values

We value the primary years programme specifically the qualities and characteristics defined in the learner profile.

Our Strategic Goals Develop teacher collaboration, effectiveness and efficacy. Enhance the wellbeing and agency of our children. Improve learning
outcomes for our children.

School Council Report
School Council 2020/21

Chairperson
Andrew Nowak-Solinski

ESF Representative
Vivian Cheung

Principal
Neill O’Reilly

Community Representatives
Irene Li, Calvin Leung
Cindi Hui

Parent Representatives
Saloni Melwani,
Susanna Hung, Jack Ng

Staff Representatives
Aarti Gupta, Diane May,
Dawn Doucette, Francis Tse

The School Council is composed of representatives from the parents and staff of KJS, as well as members from the wider
community and ESF. The resilience of everybody involved in the teaching and learning process at KJS over the past year is
impressive. The Global Pandemic has placed demands above and beyond any expectation on the entire KJS Community.
The rapid response, to the volatile events arising from the ever changing pandemic environment, reflects the determination
within KJS, and ESF, to ensure success for each and every student. The staff deserve our deepest gratitude for their
unstinting diligence and care. By their efforts we have been fortunate to have resumed full day school. This is a big plus all
round.
It is with considerable regret that we said farewell to our stalwart Principal, Neill O’Reilly, whose exceptional leadership will
be sadly missed. Unfortunately the search for a new principal has had to be prolonged after a wide search failed to produce
an appointable candidate. We are fortunate to be able to draw on the extensive resources of the ESF who, after an internal
search, have appointed Mr. Jamie Schmitz, an experienced member of the ESF operation, as acting principal while the
search continues. This provided the benefit of a timely and smooth handover from our outgoing principal Neill O’Reilly.
Andrew Nowak-Solinski
School Council Chairperson

Financial Report
Actual
2020/21

Budget
2020/21

61,167,411
61,167,411

61,167,411
61,167,411

5,001,627
121,992
792,399
220,185
6,136,203

4,974,335
8,333
900,000
5,882,668

Total Funding

67,303,614

67,050,079

Expenditure
Staff expenses
Other expenses - Operating

59,241,370
4,487,894

61,167,411
5,225,500

294,674

1,210,000

Total Expenditure

64,023,938

67,602,911

Surplus / (Deficit)

3,279,676

(552,832)

Non-cash Funding
Staff funding
Adjustments on staff funding
Total non-cash funding
Cash Funding
Capitation & ICT Funding
Grants
Rental and other income
School Activities
Donation
Total cash funding

Other expenses - Capital / Relief Grant

Note: HK$2,192,712 was contributed by the school in 2020/21 via deducting the amount from
school surplus fund / bank balance to finance the relief grant to students

PTA Report

Income

Total Revenue:
HK$725,488(2020)
HK$ 449,120 (2021)

Bank interest
Surplus from admin income…
Surplus from School Fair
Surplus from Raffles Tickets
Membership fee income
Gross Profit from uniform sales
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Expenditure
Total Expenditure :
HK571,156(2020)
HK$ 397,533(2021)

Insurance
Printing…
Sundries
Depreciation
Accounting fee

2

Donated
Around $74K

PTA LEAD INITATIVES HELD
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

INVEST IN YEAR 6 GRADUATION
GIFT AND PURCHASE A RECYCLING
STATION AT KJS CAMPUS

Salaries and MPF
Donation to school
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Strategic Plan Overview 2020/21

In 2020/21, we are committed to achieving
our vision and living our values. Our three
priority areas (in addition to wellbeing) are
Literacy, Agency and the upcoming IB
Evaluation. This report summarises
progress in 2020/21.

Primary Years Programme - 2020/21 Priorities at KJS
Key Priority: IB Evaluation

Inquiry Question:
“How PYP are we?” How can we evidence
that we are an authentic PYP school
reflecting the mission, values, standards and
associated practices of the IBO PYP
framework?
Actions
• Proactively engage in the evaluation
process regardless of the ‘mode’ of
schooling we are in
• Engage stakeholders
• Initiate a student plan
• Act of evaluation outcomes
Impact
The IB Evaluation occurred via distance due
to the ongoing impact of Covid19 in Hong
Kong. Staff were proactive in their
engagement and reflective on practices and
policies in place at KJS. The findings of the
report have been published separately. In
summary, the school received a very
favourable review which affirmed the
direction of the school, leadership and the
quality of teaching and learning. Evaluation
recommendations have been acted upon and
are included in the 2021/22 planning where
relevant.

Key Priority: Literacy

Key Priority: Agency

Actions
• Review IB Evaluation findings
• Implement ‘4 types of reading’
• Implement effective evidence based
writing strategies
• Review consistency of literacy practice
schoolwide

Actions
• Review IB Evaluation findings
• Enhance year group assessment expectations
and feedback processes
• Alignment of Assessment Policy and classroom
practice
• Embed practices that support student agency
and assessment capability
• Review unit planning and reporting procedures

Inquiry Question:
How can we improve literacy engagement,
enjoyment and learning outcomes in a PYP
school?

Impact
The engagement of international expert, Matt
Glover, in a year long professional learning
for all staff, has enhanced teacher
confidence, effectiveness and efficacy.
Feedback from student evidences increased
enjoyment and engagement, especially in
writing. Moderation processes evidenced
improvement in the quality and complexity of
writing. Professional learning and application
of new strategies was hampered by distance
learning, especially in reading. The goals of
2020/21 will be an ongoing focus in 2021/22.

Inquiry Question:
How are we enhancing student agency and are we
enabling assessment capable learners?

Impact
IB evaluation findings were very positive supporting
next steps for the school. However, the findings
also supported the schools own self review that a
‘deeper dive’ into agency and assessment
capability would be beneficial. Assessment
expectations were clarified with enhancement of
expectations shared with all staff. To support
embedding of practices, the school has sourced
international expertise to work alongside staff in
2021/22. Unit planning and reporting procedures
were reviewed. Both of these areas will be
enhanced with a focus on assessment capability in
the next academic year.

Internal Assessment Result
Analysis of school internal data showed that in most year groups there was positive progress when considering the percentage of child ‘meeting’ or ‘exceeding’
expectations. This data is based on teacher professional judgement utilising observations, assessments, tests, formative and summative assessments, and work
samples.

Number

Reading

Writing

The data in year two evidenced a misalignment compared to the rest of the school. Further
analysis revealed a need to clarify expectations and assessment criteria.
End of year results are expected to evidence a more accurate picture of student achievement
during the year. The end of year results will be analysed together with the external
assessments in term 1 of 2021/22.

Distance Learning and the Evolving Return to School
2020/21 did not start as we had hoped with the beginning of the
year commencing via distance. This was less than ideal as it
impacted on the ‘normal’ process of relationship development
and development of the classroom culture that typically occurs
in the first three to four weeks of school. Regardless, teachers
and EA’s quickly created virtual classroom cultures, set about
establishing teaching and learning routines, and supporting
student learning via distance and through technology.
During the year we moved from full distance learning to:
 August - all children distance learning
 September - all children return for half days
 November - all children distance learning due to URTI
 January - 1 year group per day for a half day at a time
 April - 100% of children for half days
 May - 100% of children for full days

Return to School in 2021!
When we started 2020/21, we would never have
believed that it would be until May 24th that we
would return to school full time with 100% of our
children! For our Year 1 children, this meant that
they waiting nearly eight months before they
were able to experience ‘normal’ school. For our
Year 6 children, the challenge of not been in
school and with peers in their final year of their
time at KJS was disappointing. However, we were
absolutely delighted that due to the diligence of
the whole team and the adherence to our 3M’s to
Success that we finished the year with all
children in all classes in school every day.

The return to school reinforced to us all that
having children in class face to face is the
absolute ideal. Students were delighted to finish
their year with friends, with their teachers and EA’s
and as much as possible off devices and learning
through meaningful hands on learning
experiences. We thank the fantastic health team at
KJS for their tireless work under the leadership for
Nurse Victoria and the parent community for the
patience and support.

Student Council
Our 2020/2021 Student Councillors did a wonderful job continuing to establish visible student leadership at
KJS. They embraced the challenges created by Covid-19 and focused on creating opportunities to connect students
and develop their wellbeing. They did this by focusing on collecting student voice, maintaining school traditions and
creating new initiatives, which focused around wellbeing and connectedness. Some of the most notable new
initiatives were the establishment of the KJS Times, The KJS Joke Day and the KJS Wellbeing website. Developing
these initiatives when learning from home took extreme dedication, perseverance and self motivation. Student
Councillors demonstrated PYP Approaches to Learning skills of self management, listening, generating new ideas
and modelled the Learner Profile attributes of caring and principled.
Currently our Student Council is representative of students from years 4-6. Our Student Leaders placed a huge
emphasis on generating student voice from across the school, and made a point of strategically reaching out to all
students. This was demonstrated when all children from years 1-6 had to opportunity to collectively contribute to the
naming of the school dragon, DRAKE! A highlight for many was the chance to work collaboratively with students
from different year levels demonstrating the importance of the Student Council connecting students across the
school.
“Being a Student Councillor has helped me to be more confident and to manage my time. My favourite part of being
a Student Councillor was making big changes to KJS, for example, the KJS times and the KJS well-being. I liked
helping students to feel connected.”
Dip Kalaythia - Student Leader (4E)

Shooting the AAROW’s of Success
at KJS in 2019/20
Achievement, Agency, Respect,
Opportunity, Wellbeing

